Working with the Police on Policing: an International Conference

12 – 14 October 2016

Inox Dine, University of Sheffield

Draft programme

Wednesday 12 October

1300 Lunch

1400 Welcome and introduction to the conference – Joanna Shapland (Director of the Centre for Criminological Research)

1430 ‘Translating police research and reform into practice’ (chair: Joanna Shapland)
   James Whalen (Director of Public Safety at the University of Cincinnati and formerly Assistant Chief of the Cincinnati Police Department)
   Maris Herold (University of Cincinnati Police Department)

1530 ‘Learning, shaping, evaluating: working with the police on a journey of radical reform’
   Nick Fyfe (University of Dundee)
   Neil Richardson OBE (formerly Deputy Chief Constable, Police Scotland)

1630 Tea

1700 ‘Police partnership working: lessons from the Kirkholt pilot’
   Penny Dick (University of Sheffield)
   Andy Fern (Greater Manchester Police)

2000 Possibility of dinner (at own expense) at Ego Restaurant, Surrey Street, Sheffield (see separate e-mail from Lisa Burns)
Thursday 13 October

0930  ‘Belgian reflections on the dialogue of the deaf’ (chair: Matthew Bacon)
      Stanny de Vlieger (Judicial Director of the Federal Police in the Province of Antwerp)
      Marleen Easton (Ghent University)

1030  Coffee

1100  ‘When academia meets police custody: the practical and cultural aspects of police-
      academic partnerships’
      Layla Skinns (University of Sheffield)
      Alan Greene (formerly Superintendent, Greater Manchester Police)

1200  ‘Ethics in French police forces: research between professional interest and
      political pressure’
      Christian Mouhanna (Director of Cesdip, France)

1300  Lunch

1400  ‘Regulating private security: from tunnel vision to broad reflection’ (chair: Layla
      Skinns)
      Adam White (University of Sheffield)
      Imogen Hayat (Security Industry Authority)

1500  Tea

1530  ‘On, for and with “the police”; thinking about policing as a subject and object of
      interdisciplinary inquiry’ (chair: Layla Skinns)
      James Sheptycki (York University, Canada)

1630  Discussion panel 1  ‘Behind the scenes – establishing groupings’ (facilitator:
      Layla Skinns)
      Jenny Fleming (University of Southampton
      Matthew Bacon (University of Sheffield)
      Nick Fyfe (University of Dundee)

1930  Meet at Sheffield Town Hall, for the conference dinner
Friday 14 October

0930 ‘Creating effective research partnerships, the Queensland experience’ (chair: Joanna Shapland)

   Sarah Bennett (University of Queensland)
   Insp Ian Thompson (Queensland Police)

1030 Coffee

1100 ‘Experiments in policing and the challenges of implementation’

   Ben Bradford (University of Oxford)

1200 Discussion panel 2 ‘Behind the scenes: establishing networks’

   Adam Crawford (University of Leeds)
   Nicky Miller (College of Policing)

1300 Lunch and close

Location and practical arrangements

The conference will be held at:

Inox Dine
University of Sheffield
Durham Road
Sheffield S10 2TG
UK

A map of the location can be found at: http://inoxdine.co.uk/contact/

Directions to Sheffield Town Hall can be found at: https://www.sheffield.gov.uk/out-about/tourist-information/town-hall/weddings-events-and-conferences/events-and-conferences/contact-us.html

The registration web page link also provides a link to details about Sheffield and to a dedicated booking service for accommodation, which you are welcome to use if you would like. For further information, please contact Lisa Burns at criminology@sheffield.ac.uk